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it is an art. its the art of the art of the art of marketing (or advertising). this book was a
great starting point on the art of advertising. the book starts out by detailing how the

game has changed and in the 1950s. in the 30s, the game was a free-for-all and it
would take one company years to spread the word about their products and services.
now, in the year 2000, the game is highly controlled and advertisement is a per-click
business. this book is a book that explains the basics on the art of the ad and how to
write a per-click ad that works. there are 8 chapters that detail the basics of per-click

marketing and one of my favorites details out how to market a product that many
people dont want to buy. because you arent going to buy a car without test driving

one. this book was a great read for anyone who wants to be successful in the ad
industry. david ogilvy sees advertising as a means to an end. whats that end? the
thing that consumers want, the thing that society needs. he also believes in a high

degree of communcation between all parties (advertisers and the public). if we work
together, we could move our societies to a more humane and justice-filled place. he
sums it up quite nicely by saying, after world war ii, advertising was still in the model
of knowing the people you wanted to target and reaching them through mass media
channels. major advertising agencies were run by sophisticated individuals who had
years of experience in the field. ogilvy recalls that when he was born, the ad industry

was characterized by a set of unwritten rules and a "common language".
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so david ogilvy, at 21, became
the youngest account executive
at an ad agency. he successfully

worked for the agency for
several years while learning the
field, eventually becoming head
of the north american account.
david ogilvy (1911-1999) was

born in patterdale, scotland. his
first advertising job was with the

british railways. after that, he
worked for other ad agencies
and companies, and by the
1940s, he was a full time

member of those agencies. he
eventually set up his own
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agency, sterling and francine,
which has been the agency of
record for a number of major
corporations. in 1952, david

ogilvy helped start britain how to
spend it, the first advertising

agency that provided its clients
with a free course on how to find
and use effective advertising. he
also was an original co-founder

of the national advertising
bureau of great britain (nab), in
1956. ogilvy was the chairman
of the nab in the uk from 1974

until 1980, when it was renamed
the british advertising standards
authority (basa). ogilvy helped a

lot with the development of
direct marketing. because his
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ideas were more targeted, the
product was improved. the so
called "dale carnegie era" of
marketing, which started in

1955, was a big hit and is known
for its direct-response

advertising. and when david
ogilvy died in 1999, he had
become the most influential
figure in advertising. david

ogilvy was the most influential
figure in advertising and it

makes perfect sense he has a
book called confessions of an
advertising man. he began his
career in advertising at a time
when it was difficult to predict
success, and he actually began

his career working for british
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railways. this was a job that
never seemed to fit the
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